




































 

MUSIC OF INDONESIA, VOL. 16:  
Music from the Southeast: Sumbawa, Sumba, Timor  
Liner note supplement 07/04/2008 
 
Recorded, edited, and annotated by Philip Yampolsky.  74 minutes.  SWF 40443 (1998)   
  
 
Track List 
1. Tambora 
2. Lopi Penge 
3. Two tunes 
4. Hali Ana Wini 
5. Tabung 
6. Kanakang 
7. Kikot 
8. Liliba 
9. Saero 
10. Berelesu 
11. Soge 
12. Helang 
13. Heo Banamas 
14. We Oe 
15. Naikam Tiup  
 
Updates & Corrections 
Series editor Philip Yampolsky would like to make the following changes and updates to the 
booklet published with Volume 16.  
 
on p.17, Old text: "the lute with fingerposts is found only in Sulsel and Sumba." New text: (In 
Indonesia, these lutes with finger-posts are rare: we know of them only in South Sulawesi, 
Savu, and here in Sumba.)  
 
on p.24L, Old text: "I think it's only the heo (violins) that were rectangular, not the bijol (guitars)." 
New text: In Noepeso (near Fatuneno), the fiddles are crudely made, with rectangular bodies; 
elsewhere they are shaped more or less like Western violins.  
 
on p.23R, New text: In this regard, the resemblance of bijol, one of the Timorese names for the 
guitar in this ensemble, to the Portuguese word viola [guitar] and Spanish vihuela, is intriguing.  
 
on p.24L, I have added sthg to raraun: new text: raraun (cf. Portuguese rajão)  
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MUSIC OF INDONESIA, VOL. 16: Music from the Southeast: Sumbawa, Sumba, Timor 
 
Recorded and compiled by Philip Yampolsky. 29-page booklet. 74 minutes. (1998) SFW 40443  
 
 
This file provides an addendum to the commentary for Volume 16 of the 20-volume Music of 
Indonesia series published by Smithsonian Folkways Recordings. 

 
 
ADDENDUM – Philip Yampolsky (March 2000) 
Additional References, Additional Bibliography, and Recordings 
 
Music of Timor.  Recordings by Margaret J. Kartomi and H. Kartomi; commentary by Margaret J. 
Kartomi. CD. Celestial Harmonies 13182-2.  2000. 
 
Kartomi’s CD provides a very useful sampler of music from western Timor, broader in scope 
than the present album. Many of the genres and instruments heard in her CD are not heard 
here: sasandu (the tube-zither) with singing, harmonized choral songs, jew’s harp, flutes, 
another aerophone (sounding like a trumpet or other lip-buzz aerophone), drum ensembles, and 
a gong ensemble played by ethnic Sumbanese living near Kupang.   
 
Other recordings in Kartomi’s album complement ours (and vice versa) in illuminating ways. It is 
fascinating to hear the beautiful Heo Banamas that we recorded in 1997 (our track 13) 
performed by the same singer (and two of the same instrumentalists) in Kartomi’s recording 
made seven years earlier. (That is, we maintain it is the same singer; Kartomi says in the notes 
that the singer is a woman, but we cannot believe it.) She provides recordings of three exciting 
gong-and-drum ensembles from Timor Tengah Selatan and Timor Tengah Utara, complete with 
the invigorating sound of the dancers’ leg rattles; and she presents three striking choral dance 
songs that offer interesting contrasts with the ones we give here.   
 
Readers intrigued with the metrical considerations discussed in our commentary may want to 
know that the dance songs in Kartomi’s album demonstrate a different pattern from the one we 
describe: in each case they present asymmetrical phrase lengths adding up to a cycle divisible 
by four.  PY’s analyzes Kartomi’s track 13, for example, as consisting of a men’s phrase of 20 
beats and a women’s phrase of 12 beats. Her track 16 has a women’s phrase of 13 beats, and 
a men’s phrase of 19 beats (14 beats of which are sung by a sub-chorus and 5 by the whole 
male group). Kartomi’s track 17 consists of three phrases of 6, 3, and 7 beats.   
 
While we have many small disagreements with statements in Kartomi’s album commentary, we 
are grateful to be able to add this rich new collection to the tiny corpus of recordings from Nusa 
Tenggara Timur.  
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